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**Project Title:** *Madness/Poetry/Resistances*

**Abstract:**
“In the Land of the Sun and the Hurises, it *seems that* madness is a poetry”

-------------------------------------------


**Madness:** A national psychiatric asylum. 41 ha. 2000 patients. 30 pavilions. European, Jewish and [indigenous] workers' pavilions. My father calls it “the sanctuary of madness”.

**Poetry:** Words that arise during monthly meetings between patients and the medical team. Gardens that bloom, bodies that move. Aichoura. Then, white washed walls and [the integration of painting in an asylum space] [END].

**Resistances:** Plural. Resistance to the asylum’s prison. AND Institutional resistance.

By breaking down two articles written by my father Abdellah Ziou Ziou, a psychiatrist at Berrechid’s hospital (1980-1986), I approach an intimate and personal archive of a [formidable?] era.